
Introduction:
The goal of this presentation/package is to help individuals working in community organizations 
feel comfortable, confident and prepared to respond to any type of media request. This package will 
cover ways to prepare for a radio interview, including different mouth and vocal exercises that will 
help you speak clearly and confidently. We will also discuss TV interviews, what to include in your own 
video presentations as well as some tips for makeup and wardrobe. You will learn how to write and 
where to send a press release to ensure the best possible response from the media. The philosophy 
behind this presentation and the leave-behind document is to offer an à la carte tool. If you have 
a last-minute media request there are quick documents to refer to as well as accompanying videos 
from 30 seconds to three minutes included on the card in this presentation and more selections 
available at www.4korners.org. There are also more in-depth sections regarding strategy and game 
plan to get your message across. At the end of this program, participants will have all the tools at 
their fingertips to take advantage of every media opportunity in order to promote the amazing work 
being done by their organization. 

media training basics
WITH ANDIE BENNETT
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1.  WRITING A  
PRESS RELEASE

A general rule of thumb when trying to drive networks to your project is that if you get a 
big one (CBC, CTV, CJAD, etc. )the others will follow. So it’s sometimes best to put all your 
eggs in one basket, especially if you have a contact there.

Take advantage of holidays or slow news times. They’re usually a great opportunity when 
outlets are looking for stories and looking to fill time so take advantage of this. (Slow news 
times are generally: Statutory holidays, the weeks surrounding Christmas/New years, the 
end of an intense news cycle –like elections, and even targeting some weekend programs 
that tend to be more community-driven.)

It’s all about the subject line!

How do I grab attention with the subject line in an email? 
Is there an important question about your organization or project? That answer could be 
your lead (first sentence), and subject line for the email. E.g., the question could be: Are 
low income families going to get food relief? Lead and subject line would be: Dozens of 
families will be receiving hot meals for the next six weeks.

What information should I include? 
SELECTIVE details. This could just be simple like making sure you cover the who, what, 
why, where and when. Be as clear as possible and highlight  TIMES and LOCATIONS so 
that they are easy to find at a glance. Consider including a small paragraph at the bottom 
that explains who you are. E.g., About 4Korners. Then underneath explain BRIEFLY your 
mandate and who you are. 



What will make my press release stand out?
The subject line. This may be the only thing they read while scanning their email for 
something newsworthy or something that looks like a ‘good story.’ Also, find a new angle: 
Is there someone taking advantage of the program who is particularly interesting? Are you 
about to serve the 100th meal? A new angle can make a ho-hum story interesting again. 

Where do I send it? 
You are ultimately trying to reach the assignment desk. For the CBC it is  
assignmentmontreal@cbc.ca You can generally call the main line of any news outlet and 
ask for the email for the assignment desk. Also if you are targeting a specific show, social 
media can be a great way to reach a host directly and once you pique their interest, a call 
from a producer will quickly follow.

What extras will encourage a journalist to reach out? 
If possible, include links and or video/audio in your press release- show them that 
you have content that they could pull in a pinch. If you have some particularly moving 
testimonials you can throw in a few of these under Quotes or Testimonials. Also, 
food does NOT hurt. If you have a nice spread at a press conference or public event, 
this may attract more attention.

What is the best format? 
Including a bullet point fact section can be really helpful. The easier 

you make it for a reporter to find information, the more 
likely it will be included in the news story. NOT 

because journalists are lazy but because they 
are overworked and often under an intense 

time crunch.
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Not so great

Good

Clear title

Ambiguous  title
No real news

Why do we care?

Helpful information 
for story writing

Who are we 
supposed to 

talk to?

Easy to spot date and 
time
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Press Release Distribution List

 L’info du Nord  Isabelle Houle ihoule@inmedias.ca 
Marilou Seguin mseguin@inmedias.ca

 Tremblant Express Guillaume Vincent guillaume@tremblantexpress.com

 Cime FM nouvelles@cime.fm

 Radio Canada Informations temoin@radio-canada.ca

 Journal Info Laurentides infos@infoslaurentides.com

 Journal Accès Éve Ménard eve@journalacces.ca

 Journal Le Nord France Poirier france.poirier@journallenord.com

 Journal le Régional leregional@gmail.com

 L’Express Mont Calm redactionmontcalm@lexismedia.ca

 L’Écho de la rive nord scoop@lechodelarivenord.ca

 Journal de Montréal jdm.transmission@quebecormedia.com

 Journal des citoyens redaction@journaldescitoyens.ca

 Gazette announcements@postmedia.com 

 The Main Street Susan MacDonald main.street@xplornet.ca

 The North Shore News D.M. info@newsfirst.ca

 Community Connections cceditor2017@gmail.com 

 L’Eveil infojournaux@groupejcl.com 

 Sonali Karnick sonali.karnick@cbc.ca Host of CBCs All in a Weekend

 CBC Montreal newsroom assignmentmontreal@cbc.ca 

 CJAD news@cjad.com

 CTV Main news desk—ctvmontrealnews@bellmedia.ca 
web team—montrealweb@ctv.ca 
community email—montrealcommunity@ctv.ca 
community calendar—montrealcalendar@ctv.ca

 Global montreal@globalnews.ca

mailto:ihoule@inmedias.ca
mailto:mseguin%40inmedias.ca?subject=
mailto:guillaume%40tremblantexpress.com?subject=
mailto:nouvelles%40cime.fm?subject=
mailto:temoin%40radio-canada.ca?subject=
mailto:infos%40infoslaurentides.com?subject=
mailto:eve%40journalacces.ca?subject=
mailto:france.poirier%40journallenord.com?subject=
mailto:leregional%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:redactionmontcalm%40lexismedia.ca?subject=
mailto:scoop%40lechodelarivenord.ca?subject=
mailto:jdm.transmission%40quebecormedia.com?subject=
mailto:redaction%40journaldescitoyens.ca?subject=
mailto:announcements%40postmedia.com?subject=
mailto:main.street%40xplornet.ca?subject=
mailto:info%40newsfirst.ca?subject=
mailto:cceditor2017%40gmail.com?subject=
mailto:infojournaux%40groupejcl.com?subject=
mailto:sonali.karnick%40cbc.ca?subject=
mailto:assignmentmontreal%40cbc.ca?subject=
mailto:news%40cjad.com?subject=
mailto:ctvmontrealnews%40bellmedia.ca?subject=
mailto:montrealweb%40ctv.ca?subject=
mailto:montrealcommunity%40ctv.ca?subject=
mailto:montrealcalendar%40ctv.ca?subject=
mailto:montreal%40globalnews.ca?subject=
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2.  RADIO  
INTERVIEWS

The MOST important thing about radio interviews is to keep the energy up and keep the information 
simple. Know your stuff but be able to speak in generalities without using too many numbers. 
Exaggerate emphasis on parts you think are important. If it sounds over the top to you, you are 
probably in the sweet spot for a radio interview. Remember they have no images to grab their 
attention so you need to speak in a way that will engage them. 

KISS! Keep it Simple Silly!

How do I speak clearly and avoid tripping over words?
Try to do some mouth exercises before going on air. If you are going to be doing regular interviews 
or public speaking, holding a cork in your teeth while speaking (reading aloud) is a great way to 
strengthen your mouth muscles over time and train your mouth to speak more clearly. 

Gaaa they will be here in 5 minutes what do I do?
To work on articulation and diction right before an interview or speaking engagement try this 
common tongue twister : “The lips, the teeth, the tip of the tongue” So you can just repeat this at a 
good pace a few times. (If you are a Brooklyn 99 fan: “Gina Linetti spaghetti confetti” or “Timothee 
Chalemet shimmy ya shimmy yay” also works) One of my favourite ways to warm up my mouth 
before our morning radio show was to sing on my way through the parking lot in the morning just to 
get my voice warmed up. I also found lip zerberts helpful. 

Should I have notes?
It’s fine to have notes but BASIC notes- DO NOT READ FROM A PAPER- you can hear it. It takes 
professionals a lot of training to not sound like they are reading from a paper. I promise you if you 
read, the audience will hear it and they will tune out. 
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I get so nervous in interviews, how do I sound confident?
Along with mumbling or speaking quietly, often people who are nervous or inexperienced doing 
interviews, tend to sing-song speak and/or end a sentence on a high voice. This can make a 
statement sound like a question or convey that they are uncertain of what they are saying. 
Especially if you are reading a list- try to think about your tone (pitch) of voice descending a 
ladder- so you start high and then work your way down. See my video about nerves for some 
quick exercises that will settle down your voice. 

How do I make sure listeners will follow what I am saying?
SLOW DOWN. The odds are good you are speaking waaaaay too quickly if you are nervous. Listen to 
how slowly professional politicians speak (think Obama) it makes what you are saying more clear 
and less frantic. Even if you think you are speaking slowly, speak slower.

The lips, 
the teeth, 

the tip of the 
tongue

Gina linetti 
spaghetti 
confetti

Timothée 
ChalAmet 
shimmy ya 

shimmy yay

sing!
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3.  TV INTERVIEWS  
OR TV PACKS

The best tip I ever received regarding speaking on camera is to visualize that you are talking to 
someone close to you, like a family member or friend and tell them about whatever it is that 
you want to talk about. It is normal to be nervous with a camera in your face. Take a moment 
to take a few deep breaths if you are nervous to be on camera. Then try and forget it is there. 
Usually you will want to look just to the right or left of the lens when you are speaking unless 
the journalist says otherwise. 

Tell a friend your story!

What DO I DO with my face?
Try to control your face. It’s very easy to make weird facial expressions without noticing it when you 
are nervous. This may unintentionally communicate that you are unsure of what you are saying 
when in fact you are just nervous to be on camera, or searching for a word.

What do I do when the journalist is speaking?
Assume the camera is always on you, even if the journalist is speaking. Do not, for example, roll your 
eyes while they are speaking because you are likely on a split screen with them.

What information do I include?
Don’t get bogged down in details or numbers. VAGUE it up is a fun (somewhat kidding) catchphrase 
we used a lot in the newsroom. Less is more and if you have ONE strong point or simple stat then 
share it and don’t muddy it with a bunch of other numbers. E.g., Four out of five cats will try to kill 
you in your sleep - people remember simple and impactful stats. (I made this up - the truth is only 
three out of five cats are a real threat)**See the chapter on strategy and game plan for getting your 
message out for more information on this.  
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How can I help viewers retain important information?
ALWAYS remember information rides on the back of emotion. Make people feel something or laugh 
if you want them to remember important information. You can do this with selective information 
(focusing on one person’s story). In television there is nothing better than a good visual to backup 
emotional statements.

What visuals should I include or have available?
There is a saying in journalism: Say Dog, See Dog - There is some debate regarding this philosophy 
HOWEVER, do have images available or possible to shoot that reflect what you are talking about. 
E.g., if you are talking about how your organization works with dads to support them in parenting 
young children, have one of your dads there with his kid to be filmed. 

What will a journalist be looking for?
Most likely they are coming to you for a sound byte- a clip to add into their story. (7-12 seconds) So 
give them one! If you ramble on too long about the most important thing you want to say- they will 
find another clip to use. 

These tips are based on how a journalist  
would write for TV. If you know, then you can  

give them what they need to work with.  
You can shape WHAT YOU WANT THE STORY TO BE.

it’s story time!
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4.  USING SOCIAL MEDIA TO ADVANCE YOUR 
CAUSE AND GARNER PUBLIC INTEREST 
By Sarah Leavitt CBc

What works well on social media?  
What grabs your attention,  
makes you stop scrolling,   

pause what you are doing and tune in?

The very first step of using social media to its full potential is to think about how you, your family, 
and friends use it. Don’t forget that you have firsthand knowledge right at your fingertips!

Social media is not necessarily the place to get into huge discussions or explanations - its main use 
is to grab attention and direct people to your site or your fundraising page. Think of it as the wild 
guy in a mascot uniform on the corner of the street spinning an arrow saying “ENTER HERE” for the 
mattress shop. You are the mattress shop and that guy spinning the arrow? That’s social media.

It’s also a chance to be more personable, to give an inside look into how 
your organization works, what you do on a day-to-day basis and who is 
benefitting from what you are doing. Be relatable and creative - it 
helps to include cute animals :)

Speaking from a journalism perspective, social media can 
also be a place to capture the attention of local or national 
media. What are journalists looking for? Issues related to 
the news of the day - is the premier talking specifically 
about food banks and you happen to be a small food 
bank in the Laurentians? Now’s the time to post a 
reaction or thoughts. Have you just had a successful 
campaign or event? Are you losing your funding or 
space? All these things could be of interest.
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The platforms:

Facebook Heard of it? Almost a third of the entire world uses Facebook 
every month. A lot of those people use it daily and hourly. Facebook also 
hits a larger target of demographics - fewer younger people use it often but 
20-50 continue to. Here, video and photos are king. Facebook is the best 
place to interact with people, answer questions, ask questions. It’s a living 
thing so that means daily (or weekly) updates. If people comment asking 
a question, don’t leave it unanswered. It’s a chance to garner an audience 
and a community online - and it’s free!

Twitter Twitter was once considered one of the best for social media 
but its popularity has been dwindling in recent years due to the toxic 
atmosphere that goes unchecked. That being said - it can still be useful. 
Professionals from a variety of industries, journalists included, continue to 
use it to look for potential sources, to get a sense of what’s the topic du jour, 
to keep up on celebrity gossip. It usually is the 25-45 age set using it. Here 
- threads of tweets, simply witty tweets and photos work well. Video tends 
to underperform.

Instagram Its main purpose is to show snapshots of your day - your 
amazing meal, your outfit, or in non-profit cases: a chance to show behind the 
scenes, staff at work, explaining what you are doing. Photos are key here - but 
video is starting to be more and more important. Try to keep captions concise. 
This platform also hits a younger audience: 18-40 set.

Youtube Youtube is still going strong! It can be a useful 
place to get into more details - holding longer discussions or 
explanations. But it is also a hard market to get into - most of the 
more successful people on Youtube use professional equipment. 
An advantage is that often Google searches prioritize YouTube 
videos over other content because YouTube is part of Google. 
This could hold a lot of potential for organizations who make 
educational or instructional content.
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Tik Tok Want to be seen as amazing by the young crowd, the pre-teens 
and teens? TikTok is where to be. This platform allows you to post videos - 
but its main use is to edit videos with very short, funny cuts featuring music, 
sound effects. Admittedly, very few smaller organizations use it, because 
it can be hard to garner views and the time spent learning how to use the 
platform may not be worth it. BUT if you are creative, have a sense of wonder 
and fun, you can make the platform work best for you.

Snapchat Very similar to Tik Tok but with fewerless video editing 
capabilities. It’s essentially a place to send photos or videos that are ephemeral–
they disappear after viewing or at a certain time. It’s still in use but not as much 
as its earlier years.

All of these platforms offer their own minor or advanced features - including editing photos or 
videos. Use those to your advantage but don’t overdo it! People will see through that. Most cell 
phones also have features to allow you to edit a photo or video. There are also a wide variety of 
free applications available for use.

Apps & Equipment to consider:
iMovie
Available for free for Apple devices. It can 
be used for simple video editing, including 
adding captions.

Pixlr Editor
A free online-based photo editor with more 
features than are available on most phones, 
computers, social media.

BOYA BY-M1 Omnidirectional
Lavalier Microphone 
This is a small clip-on microphone that 
connects to your cell phone (or camera if you 
add batteries) and it costs around $20! But it 
makes a big difference in sound quality.

Rode smartLav+ 
Higher priced lavalier microphone. Around 
$100 and works with anything that has a 
headphone jack!

GorillaPod 
If you are working alone, it would be great to 
invest in a small, versatile tripod. I love the 
GorillaPod. It looks like a weird spider but the 
legs can wrap around anything or stand up 
like a regular tripod!
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5. PRECONCEIVED NOTIONS ABOUT THE PRESS 
AND HOW TO RESPOND TO DIFFICULT QUESTIONS

Generally, no one is out to get you or trap you. “Fake News” is a tool generated by people in power 
that do not want to be monitored or policed. Most journalists have extensive and ongoing training 
about journalistic standards and practices and have multiple watchdogs above them to make 
sure they are presenting a fair and balanced story. That being said, there may be an angle they are 
pursuing or a focus they are gathering information and clips for a bigger story. But you do not have 
to answer the question they ask. You can ALWAYS find a way to pivot and answer what you want to. 

PIVOT!

What do I say if they steer me to a topic I would rather not go on record about? 
“I don’t feel comfortable speaking on Bill 96 (or whatever subject has been broached) so I don’t 

have a comment right now.” Then redirect the conversation to your organization’s mandate.

How do I steer them towards what I want to focus on? 
“That’s a great question but what I’d really like to focus on is…” 

“I understand why you would ask that but  
I always thought it was much more important to focus on…”

“Well that answer is above my paygrade (make a little joke-even if it’s terrible) What I do here is…” 
“I don’t think pointing fingers here is going to solve the very real problem of…  

What we need to be asking is …” “What you should be asking is...” 

What if I legitimately do not know the answer to a question?
It is completely acceptable to say you don’t know if they are asking for specifics or numbers on 
something or you just don’t have the information right then, but you would be happy to send them 
an email once you get back to your office.

*Or just do what the hockey players do and completely disregard the question and talk about something else!



6.  Strategy and Game Plan of 
getting your message across 
by Royal Orr, Les Communications Royal Orr

What do you want to say to your target 
audience and have them remember?

People are busy, their interest in you and your issue is limited and their inclination to remember 
is low. So, what are the ESSENTIAL things you want people to hear and how can you say them 
simply and repeatedly so that they “get it”?

These simple, memorable statements are your messages. Effective messages are designed 
with an intended audience in mind and use language that speaks to that audience directly 
and without confusion. They are the “takeaway” or what stays with an audience after they’ve 
seen or heard or read your quote or clip or interview. Messages are, by definition, repetitive. 

It’s challenging to stick with prepared messages as the main content of your responses to an 
interviewer’s question. In the rest of our lives, we generally try to answer a question when 
it’s asked. But for a media spokesperson, a question is an opportunity to deliver a message. 
It takes practice to deliver messages confidently and consistently and to not be driven “off 
message” by wandering or aggressive questioning. But it is the only way to try to ensure that 
what you want people to hear via the media is, indeed, heard.

For most spokespersons, three is the maximum 
number of messages that can be remembered 
and delivered effectively in an interview. 
Frankly, most of us have trouble getting 
even two messages out repeatedly and 
consistently. And anyway, a journalist is 
very unlikely to use more than three key 
messages in their reporting.
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TEMPLATE: develop three messages
A high-level, framing message that expresses the core values of your organization that are at 
play in the situation: In effect, this message says, “If you understand this about my organization, 
then you will understand how we are thinking or acting in this situation.”

The essential message about the issue or situation: You need to reduce your organization’s 
opinion, or explanation, or response to a single, simple sentence, cutting to the heart of the issue 
and stating the “takeaway” in the clearest terms.

A “what it means for people” message: there is always some group that you want to speak to 
more directly than others in a media interview. This message is crafted specifically for them in 
language, terms, and imagery that are most likely to connect with that more targeted audience.
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Ideally, these messages reinforce one another and let you move easily from one to the 
next when the response time allows it. It’s important to note that these messages are 
not meant to be a literal script for your interview (though in some situations of crisis or 
great tension, they do indeed need to be scripted word for word and delivered as such). 
They’re more like a roadmap of how you intend to get through an interview and say what 
needs to be said.

Some people resist the repetitiveness of this approach being a spokesperson and say they 
don’t want to sound like a parrot. Okay, but it is a proven and widely used method for 
getting your point of view out to your target audience via the media. It also keeps you from 
saying stuff you didn’t intend to say. 

And in most interview situations, you aren’t limited to only what is contained in those 
three prepared messages. Some spokespersons talk about “packing a message box” in 
preparation for an interview. In addition to those three concise, repeatable messages, you 
also prepare carefully chosen facts, statistics, or anecdotes that support or enrich them. 
But choose these “proof points” carefully, minimize their number and complexity, and 
pack nothing else in your message box. And, in a long interview, when you’ve used every 
item in your message box, go back and use them again.

PACK YOUR MESSAGE BOX:
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7.  PRESENTATION: CLOTHES,  
MAKEUP & FRAMING

Presentation can impact how people look at your organization. It is 
all about communicating a message and even in a short period of time 
people can make up their minds, right or wrong, about how they feel 

about someone or something.

What should I wear?
A good rule of thumb is no small patterns- (no checkers or polka dots- they jump around 
on the screen.) Saturated colors near your face generally work to bring life to the face and 
avoid making you look tired or washed out. Jewel tones (ruby, sapphire, etc.), royal blue 
are all good options.

Any tips for men?
A more tailored structured shirt (freshly pressed) will make you 
seem professional and trustworthy and in my opinion is always a 
better option than a baggy sweater. If you go with a sweater try to 
find something that fits well in a bold or saturated color. (A well-worn 
brown sweater can look a bit…sad.)

Can I accessorize?
If you are going to wear jewelry, statement pieces really pop on the screen whereas 
a small necklace can sometimes create the illusion of a wrinkle or neck rolls. Avoid 
sunglasses if you are outside. 

How can I go above and beyond?
A quick look at a color wheel and pairing complementary colors can polish an outfit 
and make you look (and feel!!! ←-This is important) really put together. E.g., a royal 
blue shirt with an orange necklace will pop and make you look great on camera.
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Why should I bother with makeup?
Because television is 2D and we live life in 3D, weird things happen on screens. With no depth 
(the 3rd D!) what happens is that the image (i.e., YOU) gets flattened. This is why sometimes 
we find we look bigger on camera. 

How can I avoid being flattened?
Contouring is your friend when it comes to television. Basically dark shades will recess and 
highlights will bring forward creating the illusion of depth. See attached video or photos for 
tips but here is a quick guide: use a darker shade (brown or dark taupe depending on your 
skin tone) and draw a big number three starting above the temple, go in just at the hollow of 
your cheek then along your jawline. Add some blush on the apples of cheeks and highlighter 
at the orbital bone. Just be sure to use a big makeup brush to blend it all out. 

What if I can’t contour?
Simple mascara and some lip gloss-double it as blush if need be, can make the difference 
between a walking corpse and a full-of-life hard worker! 

Should men also use makeup?
A little bit of concealer under the eyes will wake up your face and make you look refreshed 
and less tired. A well trimmed beard or facial hair is a nice touch while overgrown or messy 
facial hair may send an unintended message.

CONTOURING using numbers and letters:
AFTER

3, 11, 8, 1, V, S

BEFORE3 minute makeup plan:

1. moisturize

2. under eye concealer

3. mascara

4. blush

5. LIP COLOUR
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Zoom tips and tricks
Where should I set up my computer?

Do not sit in front of a window- backlight makes you hard to see, and very hard on the 
viewers. Be aware of what is visible behind you, try to not have a messy bed behind you 
even if many of us are working from home.

How high should the computer be?
Take a look at the angle. Being shot from below is flattering to no one. If need be, prop your 
computer up on a chair, books anything to get the camera level or slightly above your eye 
line. Center your face in the middle of the screen with neck and top of shoulders in the shot 
so you are not uncomfortably close to the camera.

How can I maximize exposure for the organization?
Pop a logo or poster up behind you for the extra exposure. 

Anything else?
Follow the same guideline for colors as TV. Saturated colors, no patterns work best. Be 
aware of ambient sound, fans, animals, coffee machines… 

Back light Camera too low Too much information

Up the nose Just about right Too close!

Far away Where are you? Bad lighting
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8.  HOW TO REACH  
the Youth 
by Jael Opendo, Y4Y Québec

There are so many posts online that it has become difficult to capture the attention of 
young people or to even reach them. However, there are certain ways to facilitate youth 
outreach through strategic posting on media platforms. 

Did you say “youts”?!

What to Include in a Social Media Post  
to Increase Youth Engagement 

Images
It is always best to include some sort of image in a post. It could be a photo, video, 
illustration, logo, artwork, a meme, etc. 

Youth don’t gravitate towards posts that are only a block of text. A photo or video is more 
inviting and attractive, especially since there are billions of posts on all media platforms. 
Young people will only remember so many of the posts they’ve seen in a day. 

Short captions
It is one thing to capture a young person’s attention, but it’s a whole other ball game to keep it. 
Keep captions short, yet with enough information that they can grasp what your post is about.

Put what you think an average person will remember. No one remembers the 20 statistics 
they briefly read online. Choose the most compelling ones (Select, don’t compress!). Think 
about what might be surprising, or even shocking and the most relevant to young people. 



Calls to Action
Always include a call to action in your post. You can include it in the image you post or the caption. 

Invite people to “share this post with a friend” for instance. Or ask a question and invite 
them to answer in the comments. This can make young people feel involved and can help 
increase views to your post. 

#Hashtags
Make sure to add hashtags to your post captions (typically at the end of the text).

Hashtags have been around for years and have been a useful tool for content creators, 
influencers, businesses, organizations, and basically anyone using social media. They can 
be used in nearly all platforms, from Twitter (where hashtags were born) to Instagram, 
YouTube, Facebook and even LinkedIn. 

Hashtags allow us to index keywords about a certain subject or post. Hashtags can make it 
easier for your content to be found and can give you a boost in the algorithm.

Tips when using #hashtags
Do not use hashtags that are too broad, such as #organization or #business. These hashtags 
get you nowhere since there will be billions of posts with those same hashtags, so the 
chances of young people, or really anyone, seeing your post are slim. 

On the other hand, do not use extremely long and specific hashtags either such as 
#nonprofitorganizationcanada2021. Long and uncommon hashtags get no views because 
nobody uses them or searches for them. 

Use hashtags such as #nonprofitorganization or #communityorganization or #localbusiness. 
These are more common but not too broad. People will have a higher chance of seeing 
your content. 

Lastly, make sure to know the limit! Hashtags are a great tool but using them incorrectly 
can hurt your reach on social media platforms.

Instagram allows users to include up to 30 hashtags per post, but it is 
best to stick to around 15 to 20. 

On LinkedIn, users are only permitted 5 hashtags per post. 

On twitter, tweets can only have 240 characters, so if 
you have something important to say, it’s best to stick 
to 1 or 2 hashtags. 

YouTube allows 15 hashtags. If you go over that, 
YouTube will ignore all the hashtags you wrote. 
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Trends
Keep up with trends. Look for what is trending on different social media platforms. Young 
people are very attuned to trends and will often follow them and evenuse them to gain 
some exposure themselves. 

Staying “on trend” can also make you more relatable to youth. 

TIP: The search page of every social media 
platform shows what is currently trending online. 

Example of using trends: When a song is trending online, use that song in a video. Youth, 
and humans in general, gravitate towards what is familiar to them, so they will more than 
likely watch your video that has the song that they recognize. 

Stories 
A “story” is the circle icon you can find when opening certain applications such as 
Instagram, Facebook and TikTok. The difference between a post and a story is that a story 
is only available to viewers for a period of 24 hours. 

Young people skim through stories all the time, so it can be an effective way to  reach them. 

You can include fun things such as polls, quiz questions and Q&As in your stories to make 
them more engaging. Youth are more likely to participate and to keep looking out for your 
stories and posts because they know that there will be something for them to do!

Reminder: IT CHANGES ALL THE TIME!
It is important to remember that young people 

are consuming information from a bunch of 
different places and media outlets and that 

this changes CONSTANTLY. High school 
students might like Instagram and TikTok, 
while college and university students 
might also use LinkedIn and Facebook. 
The good thing is that youth will always 
be on social media, which means that 
they will always be within reach! 
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4Korners is a registered Canadian charitable organization founded 
in 2005. We connect individuals of the Laurentians with programs 
and services to meet their identified needs in a secure and inclusive 
environment. We work collectively to serve and enrich the lives of 
communities in the Laurentian region. Our vision is that all citizens of 
the Laurentians can thrive in an inclusive society.

I hope you now feel better prepared to respond to any and all media requests and that the 
takeaway is to capitalize on every opportunity to promote your organization. I can tell you 
from working on both sides of the microphone that local news is all about community, and 
community organizations have the finger on the pulse of what matters to your residents. Most 
of what is contained in this document is also consumable through a selection of short videos 
that you can find on the accompanying 5g data card and if you lose both of these things, (lose 
is such a strong word…let’s go with temporarily misplace) you can go to 4korners.org and find 
the entire presentation, workbook and videos. Good luck! And please feel free to email me at 
andie@4korners.org if you would like a refresher, a follow up session to help you pack your 
message box or just a pep talk before a big interview.  —Andie
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